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CHAPTER II 

MOLECULAR MEMORY AND HYDROGEN BONDING 

R.C. Haddon and F.H. Stillinger 
Bell Laboratories 

Murray Hill, NJ 07974 

INTRODUCTION 

Characteristic sizes of electronic components in computer hardware have 
displayed a relentless shrinkage with the pasoage of time. While 10 em might 
be an appropriate length scale to describe vacuum tube equipment available in· 
1940, 10 pm spacings on semiconductor chips has become routine in 1980. Each 
passing decade thus bas witnessed reduction in linear dimension by a factor of 
ten. By obvious extrapolation one concludes that 2020 will be "the year of 
the nanometer," with computing elements reduced to the size of individual 
molecules. 

Does this kind of extrapolation make sense in useful technological terms? 
Can single molecules actually serve as reliable computing elements? Intriguing 
support for affirmative answers to these questions emerges f rom established 
fact. Certainly mol ecular biology demonstrates by concrete example that 
individual molecules (specifically DNA and RNA) can serve as information 
storage, replication, and transmittal media. But information processing in 
the regime of molecular biology is notor i ously slow, perhaps having had no 
evolutionary compulsion to be otherwise. Furthermore it is chemically uncertain 
that the class of compounds produced and selected by terrestrial chemical 
evolution could ever become substantially more rapid, efficient, or versatile 
by conservative structural modifications. Fortunately synthetic chemistry 
offers a much wider set of opportunities, one aspect of which we explore in 
this paper. Another approach, based on photochemical hole burning, has been 
previously explored . (l) 

If indeed some part of computer technology is headed for the molecular 
regime it is time to turn creative intellectual effort in chemistry and 
physics to the question of how best that can be aehieved. 

TAUTOMERISM AND SWITCHING 

The fact that many molecules can switch between alternative tautomeric 
forms may provide a phenomenological entree into the desired novel technology . 
In particular many cases aTe known involving intramolecular hydrogen atom 
shifts between alternative binding sites (potential minima). An elementary 
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example is provided by glycine, the simpleat amino acid, •• it transforms 
betwe~n undieaoeiated and zwitterionic forma: 

+ -
NH2-o\2~R< > NH3-o\2~ 

5-l!ethylpyrazole also exhibita a tautoatric hydrogen shift in a unner that 
obviously couples to the pi electron (double bond) character of the molecular 
akeleton: 

Me 

/N-- -N 
H 

Me 

One suspects that avitehing speeds under approp't'iate c:onditioos could be 
extremely feat for protons, perhaps in the aubpicosecond range, owing to the 
.. all mass of that particle. But proton• alone are not interesting in thie 
respec t ; chemical groupo ouch as methyl or trimethylsilyl could perform with 
compet i t ive apeada provided that the diatance to be traveroed were sufficiently 
small . In any event , for information storage application• it is neceaeary to 
have the binding sites inequivalent and separated by a sufficiently high 
potential barrier so that neither tunneltna nor tbe~l fluctuations can 
Lnadvertently *Witch the .olecule froa one atate to the other. Switcbin& 
ahould occur only und~r external control aa by application of a suitable 
light pulse. 

Figure 1 echematically illustrates an iueal situation for photochemical 
awitching. It ahows three potential energy curves vereue a proton poeitional 
coordinate. The lowest curve (a) correspondo to the electronic ground etate 
and e:xb"ibita two 1nequiva1e.nt ainiaa labelled "state OH and "state lu; theae 
are the taut011eric alternativPa. The upper two curves (b,e) are a pair of 
excited electronic states that afford opportunity for switching. Since the 
around state ia asymmetric so too will be these upper statea. 

It is an established experialental fact that electronic excit.a-eion can 
drastically alter shapes of potential eneray curves. In particular the 
relative bindina strengths o! alternative aitea can be reversed, and barriers 
reduced or elt.inated . For the hypothetical example in Fiaure 1 we have 
permitted the excited statea to ahow such alteration and to tip respectively 
right and left. 

Optical owitching from state 0 to state 1 is initiated by irradiation at 
frequency u(~l). This induce• a vertical transition to the lover excited
etate curve, yielding a vibratiooally excited aolecule 1n accord vitb the 
PTanck-coodoo principle. Vibrational relaxation on thia upper curve. cban&ea 
the. ae.an valu• of the proton'a x coordinate to confor. to that of state 1, 
roughly . Fluorescence decny then returns the aystem to the ground-state curve 
but now with the prot on switched. The protonic itinerary io traced out by the 
sequence of three solid arrowa. 

The tnveree process whereby state 1 ie photochemically switched back to 
atate 0 require a tbe bigber excited state, but it is otherwise aia.1lar. The 
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Pta. 1: Idealiaed photochemical switching scheme for molecules exhibitina 
inequivalent proton tautomer1. 
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da1hed arrows indicate the corresponding process which il initiated by 
radiation with frequency v(l->0). Cenorally v(o->1) and v(l->0) would be 
diatinct on account of the basic aa;~try involved, eo that the direction of 
photocheaical switching could in principle be controllable. A curunt photo
chroaic .emory ayatea advanced by Heller (2) operates effectively at room 
temperature by virtue or its holographic baais; the spectral demands 1n the 
preeent context would probably require elimination of absorption band overlap 
by cooling to very low temperature. (1) 

The simple situation just described may in real app!ications involve 
conaiderable complication. lt may be neceooary to conoidor only weakly 
allowed electronic tranaltions in order to allow enough tiM to elapse 1n 
the upper state• for the requisite vibrational relaxation to be effe~tive. 
Tb1e would iJaply e1tber walt absorptione, or intervention or intersystea 
croaetngs to yet other potential curvea. However theae details do not •• a 
matt~r of principle eliminate the poeotbility of photocheatcal switching. 
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What ve have just desc~1bed in rudimenta~y Cashion h a passive storage 
aedium for infot1118tion encoded in binary form. The difference in spectral 
absorbance for th.e tau tOilers offe.re the rae.a.na to read out a etored aeaaage. 
The t.portant quest ion of whether one can addr••• single mlecules 11 an 
tndep~ndent issue which we must l~ave aside for this presentation. 

COUPLED SWITCHING 

Figure 2 illustrates the fact that tvo (or .ore) tautoeeric sbifto can 
occur within the same molecule. Since both labile units (L) interact with 
the electronic structure of the entire molecule there inevitably exist& a 
coupling between them. The excitation frequency required to switch ona group 
depends on which etate the other aroup is in. and vice ver••· Such coupling 
provide• the opportunity to perfora infor.ation processina within a atnale 
aolecule. 

Let x and y represent the coordinates which describe motion of the two 
labile units. We are now concerned with eneray surfaces in the two-dimensional 
x,y space and how they might serve for selective switching. In analogy vith 
the preceding case of Section 2 va vrite the following expreoaioos: 

Eaa(x,y) 1 E 2( ) P
88

(x,y) = E (x) + + a a y 

Eba(x,y) • Eb l(x) + E 2( ) 
a Y + Fba(x,y) 

E
8
b(x,y) l 2 

• £
8 

(x) + ~ (y) + Pab(x,y) 

Bca(x,y) • Ec l(x) + E 2 ( ) a Y + ~'ca(x,y) 

Eac(x,y) • Eal(x) + E 2 ( ) c y + Fac(x,y) 

The first etands for the electronic &round state and the four that follow are 
excited atates. the a1ngle.var1able functiona !al• £bl, and !cl repreaent for 
the x unit the type of curves illustrated earlier in Figure 1; Ea2• Eb2, and 
Ec2 are the corresponding (but not identical!) functions for they unit. The 
Pij give the coupling energies between the unite. 

The tvo ucitation frequencieo v(O+l) and v(l--<l) invoked in the previous 
discuaeion for a single tautomeric unit will nov split into four frequencies, 
depending on the atate of the other unit. The need to eliminate absorption 
band overlAps by cooling becomes an even more stringent matter in this caae. 
We might denote the four resultins frequenciee for switchina the x unit by 

v(O+l,O), V(O+l,l), V(l--<l,O), v(l--<l,l) 

wherein we adhere to the convention that one "variable" denotes the. switching 
event and the other denotes the state of the unit which remains uncbanaed. 
Sla.Uarly there vill b• four .or• frequene1ee 

v(O,O+l) , v(O,l•O), v(l , O+l), v (l,l+O) 

for switching of tbe y unit. We shall presUIM that all eight frequencieo can 
be rendered sufficiently dis:tinct that they can be used 1n any sequence to 
effect the dea1red ow1teh1ngs . 
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Fig. 2: Coupled shifts of labile groups (L) within a single molecule. The 

functional g~oup indicated by R is present to induce as~etry. 
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We now observe that adroitly chosen irradiation sequences permit a 
rudimentary form of inforfllation processing to be carried out intramolecula.rly. 
Starting from any one of the four binary states (x,y) = (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), 
or (1,1) it is possible to set x and y both equal to the maximum of x and y, 
or to the minimum of X and y, or one to the maximum and one to the minimum. 
The respective irradiation schemes are shown in Figure 3. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to carry out all binary operations with 
two-unit molecules. Three interacting units in the same molecule (see Figure 
4) are required in order to carry out addition and multiplication functions 
for the binary codes carried by two of the three. Figure 5 indicates s five
pulse sequence that simultaneously yields the binary sum (modulo 2) and the 
product {i.e. logical "and") for the numbers initially borne by two units. 
Using the foregoing ideas the reader should be able to discover schemes for 
generating other binary logical operations such as ''or'', "nor'', and "nand". 
It is not our purpose here to belabor the point. It !! important to realize 
that there can be "smart molecules" capable of carrying out their own infor
mation processing in ~· With this concept as a backdrop it becomes crucially 
important to mount careful investigations of the potential enexgy surfaces in 
molecules exhibiting tautomerism. Comprehensive and precise understanding of 
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(mox,mox) 

(mox,minl 

(min, min) 

Pig. 3: Irradiation sequence• to carry out binary operation• within sin&le 
molecules bearing two labile unita . 

y 

Rz 

l 

Fig . 4: Molecule posseaatna three labile units (L), with r espective 
coordinated x , y , and z . The che~~ical groupe R1. : • • Rt, induce the 
necessary asymmet~y . 
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<x,y,z> 
000 

010 V(II,0- 1) 
100 

1 I 0 

000 

010 V( 1- 0,11) 
100 

1 I 1 

00 0 

000 

0 1 0 

I 0 0 

0 1 1 

000 

000 

V(0-1,10) 1 1 0 
100 

0 1 1 

V(1,1-0,0) 10 0 V(01,1-0) 10 0 

100 100 

011 010 

(XI+ (yl <mod 21_j L <xHyl 
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Fig. S: Irradiation pul~e sequence applicable to a three-unit molecule which 
effeete sum and product operation•. 

these turfacee ia an obvious p-rerequisite to the synthesis a.nd use of "smart 
molecule a". 

STUDIES OF HYDROGEN BONDING IN 9-HYDROXYPHENALENONES 

U an approach to the preceding ideas we have mounted sn in-depth 
inveatisation of a class of compounds based on 9-hydrozyphenalenone (l). The 
porent (!) hae now been extensivU.y studied and ahown to possess a st-rong 
intraaolacular hydrosen bond 

1 2 3 

The firat question we addressed for thie molecule concerned the nature 
of the ground atate potential surface with reepeet to proton motion between 
the two (equivalent) oxygen atoms. In particular, we viahed to detentine 
whether thia ourface was of the syaoetric double (C1) or oingle aint.ua (Czvl 
type (Figure 6). 

!SCA atudiea by Brown (3) showed that on the relevant tlae scale (lo-16 
sec) .! poueaaed cheaically inequivalent oxyaen at0111 (Fiaure 7), thus 
deaonetrattns that 1 is charac:t~riz~d by a double atn~ ground state in the 
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DOUBLE MINIMUM (ASYMMETRICAL HYDROGEN BOND) 

Cs 

E 

SINGLE MINIMUM(SYMMETRICAL HYDROGEN BOND) 
C2v 

E 

Fig . 6: Poeeible proton transfer potential surfaces for 9-hydroxypbeoalenone 

Fig. 7: 
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015 BINDING 
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1.0 

0.99 :t 0.03 
ESCA chemical ohifts for 9-hydroxypheoolenone (1) io the gao phaoe 
(from Ref . 3). -
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Fig. 8: DQCCa (kRz) in chlorofor. solution (from Ro!. 4). 
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0 

7212KHZ 

gae phase. Deuteron quadrupole coupling constant (DQCC) atudies by Jackman (4) 
gave the same resul t for the solution state of the ~ol&eule. Figure 8 shows 
the DQCC's of 1 and its dihydroderivative contrastad with the value found for 
tho aynoetric hydrogen bond in the phthalate anion. An earlier X-ray 
cryatallographic study by Svaneaon and Abrahama5,6 had !ound a C2v structure 
for 1 (Figure 9), but thio ia prosuaably due to tho tlae acale o! the 
experlaent rather than the intrinaic symmetry of the aolecule: the 0 •.• 0 
aeparation vhi~h was found in thla work is charactertatic of a strong bydroaen 
bond in a doubl" ainU.W. potential. Finally, a th.,ory (7) based oo the ucond
order Jabn-Teller (SOJT) effect provided a satisfactory rationalization of the 
nature of hydrogen bonding in the ground states of ! and conjugated organic 
molecules in general, and ie conaistent with double minimum character. 

At thi& point we turned our attention to the nature of the excited state. 
of 1 and the relationship of the ground and excited atate potential surface& 
aloOa the proton transfer reaction coordinate. 

The results of th~ fluoreacenee electronic apectroacopy atudi~s by 
Brua (8) are eabodied in Figura 10. It aay be aeon that the potential barrier 
for proton aigration in the eJCcited atate is leoa than a third of that in tbe 
around state. The ground atata tunneling splittinsa (h) are found to be 

1.377 

0 1.392 

1.342 

Fig . 9: X-ray crystal structure of 9- hydroxyphenalenone (1) with 

bond lengths (K) (from Ref.5). 
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9-HYDROXYPHENALENONE 

EXCITED L----------1 STATE 1 

GROUND 
STATE 

H 0 

-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0 .4 
•• 0 

0 • •• • H • • • • 0 COORDINATE (A) 
Pia. 10: Potential energy curves for 9-hydroxyphenalenone (!) derived from 

electronic opectroocopic otudies (froa Rel. 8). 
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!-h = 130 cm-1 and !-d • 10 cm-1, which lead to tunneling times (T) of: 1-h = 
0.13 psec and l-d • 1. 7 psec (assuming coherent oscillation of the nucleus 
between potential minima), The excited state tunneling times (T*) are found 
to be: 1-h • 0.02 psec and 1-d • 0.09 psec. - -

Recent studies (9) of the unsymmetrical 2-methyl-derivative (10) (l) have 
shown that the potential minima are split by -200 cm-1 in this compound. This 
splitting ia sufficient to substantially localize the nuclear wave function 
in the ground state of 2, but not in the excited state. Studies on related 
molecules where the asymmetry is more pronounced (such as 1 (11)) are 
currently in progress. 

The work to date has allowed a fairly complete characterization of the 
potential surfaces of 1 end related co~pounds. Proton transfer via tunneling 
has been s hown to be very fast in these compounds. It seems likely, howevec, 
that a more massive group will have to be substituted for the proton if usable 
memory phenomena are to be observed in these compounds. The trimethylsilyl 
derivative of 1 (12) has been shown to possess a ground state potential 
barrier of the-same order of magnitude as that found in 1, and may be useful 
in this connect ion. -

The synthetic effort to produce these mo~ecules, and the exper~ental 
studies thus far devoted to their spectroscopic characterization, constitute 
only the beginning of a long term project. We expect in the near future to 
expand the set of available tautomeric molecules, to improve the state of 
knowledge of their ground and excited state potential surfaces, and to 
examine quantum yields for photochemical switching. Only by concerted effort 
in all these directions will materials be identified with acceptable 
performance as molecular memories. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dr. Shipman: ANL - If you have tunneling back and forth between 
two wells in a picosecond or eo, how are you going to keep the bit tripped 
in the state where you want it? Unless you have a computer that can carry 
out a calculation in much lea• than a picosecond i t is not going to do you much 
good. 

Dr. Haddon: I think ultiaately to retain the integrity of the 
information, one is going to have to go to e aore massive eobtle group auch as 
tril>ethylailyl. 

Prof. Ratner: NW Univ. - That structure that you have, involving 
essentinlly a 2.5 R hydrogen bond, is very reminiscent of the old work that 
Rundle did. In systems where he replaced hydrogen with the deuterium, not 
only did the hydrogen to oxygen distance change, but the oxysen to oxygen 
distance aloo changes in thoae cases by ao •uch as 0.01 to 0.06 ~- That can 
result in ~••entially a completely different spectroscopic character~&et1on. 
Rave you determined the deuter1de structure, too, or just the proton structure? 

Dr. Haddon: Jult the proton structure. Are you suggesting that the 
structures would be significantly different? 

Prof. Ratner: Yea. well-docuaertted e.xa•ples. 
The scandard one ia soaetbina 

There are a nu.ber of 
called chroaouo acid. 

system. 

not, but 

Dr. Haddon: Right. Of course, 9-hydroxyphenalenone is a constrained 

Prof. Ratner: 
1 think oxalic 

So are those, or 
acid vas the aa.e 

of thea. 
of thing. 

The chromous acid is 

Dr. Haddon: We have studied the 9-butoxy. The hydrogen io replaced 
vith a butyl group so that the hydrogen bonding is removed, and we fin~ that 
the oxygen-oxygen separation opens up from 2.49 to approximately 2. 64 X, so I 
don' t think that there is a great deal of flexibility in thia system. 

Dr. Siedle: 3M - During the analogue of the oyotea, the phona and 
hydrogen pentazene sy&tem, if the nature of the constituent• are high powered, 
there uy be a charge tranafer. It \IOuld be intere.a:tin.g to sp~ulate. If you 
atart moving thoae hydrogena that are now bonded to nitrog~n instead of 
oxygen, there Jlltght be a a1gn1ficant change in the optimal epectrum. 

Dr. Haddon: Yea. 


